Earn credit while deepening your understanding of and relationship with nature.

Forest Ecology Research Plot recensus
SMURF: Small Mammal Undergraduate Research in Forests
Stewardship
Wildfire risk analysis--fuel load data collection
Long-term photo point monitoring
Post-prescribed fire plant monitoring

Which project will you join?

Details:

ucsc campus natural reserve

~to apply~

Our 2-unit internships require a sense of adventure and willingness and ability to work off-trail in sometimes challenging terrain. Poison oak is abundant, and though we provide coverall suits, gloves, and Technu, participation isn’t recommended if you know you are highly sensitive to poison oak. Stewardship and FERP internships are held in 6 hour shifts once per week, while other internships can be more flexible.

To apply, compose an email describing your interest and ranking your top internship choices and send to Alex Jones, UCSC CNR Manager: asjones@ucsc.edu CC: cnr@ucsc.edu for FERP internship applications.